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Dear guests,

Welcome to Hotel Kajikaso. We are happy to be able to serve you.
We hope that you enjoy your stay with us as much as we enjoy having you
with us. If there is anything we can do to make our services or facilities
more enjoyable, please do not hesitate to ask.
We welcome your comments.

This sheet is provided to you to explain essential information and to
understand your requests as we do not speak your language.
There may be some inconveniences or unsatisfactory services.
We apologize in advance for these possibilities.
Please he assured that we are eager to make you as comfortable as
possible, despite no being able to communicate with you in your
language. .

SERVICES AND FACILITIES

Meals
We will serve you meals (dinner and breakfast) in your room.

Please make a circle to choose the time from followings

Dinner starts at (57 A) 6:00 C 6:30 7:00 7: 30

Breakfast starts at	 (olit) 7:30 8 : 00 8:30

Your room can be both living room and dining room by eliminating,
Japanese bed (FUTON) on the floor when you have meals. Please dial 9'
for Front desk to inform us when you finish every meal.
Your room service will come to remove the dishes.
Then, a bed making staff will come into your room.
In the morning we will call you about 30 minutes before breakfast.
This lets you know that we will remove your bed so that the area is
prepared for breakfast time.
e.g. We u7/ call at 7:30 am. if your chosen breakfast time was 8:00 am. 



CHECK OUT

Check out time is 10:00 am., but it is fine to rest at lounge on the second
floor as you like.

PAYMENT	\

How would you like to settle your account? Please make a circle.
,k.+INv	 ?

Cash
	

Credit Card
fR•

PUBLIC SPA 

Our large bathing hall is available 3 pm. - 1 am. 5 am. —9:30 am.
There are a lot of bath towels there. Please take only a small towel.
We are sorry, but there is not any family bath.

LAUNGE FOOT SPA

It opens from early morning to evening.
Why don't you enjoy the sound of water garden and the view of
Haya river ?

KARAOKE ROOMS x/1/-2

Booking is necessary, dial 9.
Y5.250 per hour for seating 10 persons or
Y8.400 per hour for seating 20 persons

Thank you so much for your cooperation.
We hope that you have relaxing time taking hot spa and having our
traditional Japanese food.
We hope your good experience might provide you memorable moments in
Hakone.
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Japanese room:
The floor of major sections of the Japanese room is typically
covered with tatami (Japanese floor mat). When it comes to
foreigners experiencing the Japanese way of living, staying a
night on tatami should be a must. Japanese rooms are described
for site according to the number of tatami.ert.	

ani.iimminwror During the day. the tatami section is used in a
multipurpose way as a living and dining room, and at night, as a
sleeping room. From the front, you will be guided to the room by
a room-maid, but you should be very careful not to wear slippers
or shoes on tatami.
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Tokono-ma:
The Japanese room is usually provided with an alcove called as
tokono - ma. It is a recessed portion in which a kakejiku (hanging
scroll with picture or writing thereon) may be hung on the wall
and an ornament or ikebana (flower arrangement) displayed on
the slightly raised floor.
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How to Use a Japanese Style Hotel
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Futon:

In the Ryokan, you will find no bed in the room. Instead there will
be a large built-in closet with sliding doors, from which the
chambermaid will bring out thick padded blankets and mats
called futon and spread them on the tatami for your sleeping at
night. Firstly one or two mattress type 'utons will be laid,
wrapped in a sheet, and covered by a blanket type futon as a
coverlet. The mattress sheet is changed every day and you can use
another futon, and blanket also, in winter season. The next
morning, the maid will roll them up and put them back into the
closet. You don't have to do anything with the bed-making.
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Yukata:

Yukata is a light cotton kimono used at home for relaxation, and
especially today, typically worn by young ladies at summer
festivals. During your stay in We Ryokan, yukata and also tanzen
(a padded jacket-like kimono used to put on yukata) in winter
season are always available so that you may wear them after

taking a bath for relaxation and for sleeping as well So yu kata
washed clean like a new one is offered. In well known resort spas,
many guests in yukata and tanzen are often observed rambling on
the streets at night. The yukata and tanzen are lent temporarily to
the guests during their stay in the Ryokan.
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Bath and large bath:
The Japanese are very fond of taking a bath Generally. the large-
scaled Ryokan especially at hot springs have a large bath
partitioned into two sections. one for women and another for men.
Here you may take a clean bath together with other guests. using
as much water as you may desire and talk to acquaintances as
long as you desire. However. to enjoy such a bath, you must be
very careful not to be a nuisance to others
[Bathing steps]
I Put hot water on your body to rinse before getting into the

bath itself (bathtub). since the hot water in the bathtub is
shared among many people.

2. Immerse yourselves in the bathtub to warm your body This
will relax you both in mind and body.

3. Soap yourselves and rinse off completely outside the bathtub.
4 Get into the bath itself once again Fully to warm.
5. Wipe your body with a small towel.
<Note>
* Baths are available during hours which are specified by the

Ryokan.
* Do not drain the large bath after use.

Do not soap and wash yourselves in the bathtub.
v. Do not put a towel with which you wash your body into the

bathtub.
*Do not immerse yourselves wrapped in towel m the bathtub.
* Do not shave and wash yourselves in the bathtub
* Do not stand while washing yourselves.
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<Evacuation>
Immediately call hom desk at 5t, il you cncountei the
occuri ewe of a fire. sick person. or any other emeifi.encies.

-2 We are lolly provided lor emeigencies. However. in order to
make lurthei assurance please confirm by yourselves the
locations of eineigency exits within the building
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	 <Locking up >

Before rettrin at night, check that the doors are all locked tram
the inside
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<Telephone>
Room-to-room call
Directly dial the room number you desire to call.

2. Local call/Im p -distance call:
Press 0 (zero) and then dial the number to call.

3. international call
Call the (runt desk at ^ and ask them how to dial tor an
overseas call, since it may be different depending on the phone
system installed
XSome calls may have to be made through the bout desk

dependin g on the system.
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<Others>
*The tap water is fit for drinking anywhere.

The charges for calls [ruin the room telephone and for room
services. it any incurred. must he notified and paid off at the
check out.
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